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About This Game

"Mini Ghost" is a mini metroidvania where the mini hero has to... well, reading can be rather boring, right? I'll best show you
the introduction of the game with a mini comic:
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MINI FEATURES

- MSX look and feel
- 100 mini rooms + 4 mini bosses + 24 mini items to collect or buy in mini shops

- Mini comics included
- Around 2 mini hours of gameplay

- Mini price!
- Prequel of Ghost 1.0

- Done by the mini creator of Unepic

TROLL YOUR FRIENDS

Steam friends are playing MiniGhost? Troll them!
You can watch them while they play, and you can shoot them stuff, make their enemies bolder, or place fake platforms.

There is no better way to laugh!

MINI EDITORS

Besides, the game includes three editors:
- Level editor: create your own maps and share them on Steam Workshop

- Character editor: create your own characters and share them on Steam Workshop
- Tileset editor: give a new look to your map creating your own designs
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SPEEDRUNS

The game also includes a leaderboard for speedrunners
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Title: Mini Ghost
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
@unepic_fran
Publisher:
@unepic_fran
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,Russian
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It's a short & sweet little metroidvania. Nothing amazing, but worth it for the price.

Gameplay is simple run-jump-and-shoot, with a small central hub branching off into a number of zones. Only the first is open at
the start, with each boss dropping the item necessary to access the next zone. A pretty good variety of enemy types and room
setups gradually get more challenging and varied as you progress, ensuring that each zone is fun to go through, though
backtracking through the central hub (or through freshly-cleared areas because you missed a jump) can get a tad boring. You
can only have one special weapon at a time (ammo dropping randomly from killed enemies), and though this kinda makes the
room-to-room gameplay a bit blander than it could've been, it adds a nifty little layer of extra strategy when you're preparing for
a boss fight.

Bosses have cool designs that'll require you to be fast on your feet, though many suffer from being highly cheesable if you
brought the laser special weapon, and the final boss very annoyingly necessitates farming for some of the more expensive
upgrades if you want a non-frustrating time fighting them (more on this later), on top of requiring you to scrounge through old
areas to find a pair of secret items you very likely missed your first pass through.

Though rooms always maintain a good balance of difficulty, the nigh-total lack of opportunities to heal (a healing room near the
beginning of the game, one boss having a heal bot right before their boss room, and you gain a paltry 1 hp on leveling up) can be
pretty grating, as you can expect to lose sizeable chunks of health as you work through each area for the first time. Dying
compounds this frustration, as it kicks you back to the spawn room with none of your money. Sure, the save system gives you
full opportunity to save-scum, but it can't exactly be said that a game is balanced well when you basically -need- to save-scum to
have a reasonable chance at beating it.

Enemies and crates sometimes drop money when you blow them up, and said money is used to buy a variety of upgrades from
shops you find scattered about, such as health or weapon upgrades, maps, or a money magnet. This works fine at first as the cost
of the items is balanced towards how much money you'd naturally earn clearing each room, but the late game upgrades have
costs exponentially higher than what you've been earning. As the final boss is strong enough to basically require you own these
late-game upgrades, expect to be stuck farming some of the higher-level areas for cash for the last 1\/4th-1\/5th of your
playtime.

Story is basically just "Yo Ghost go kill this crazy computer", and the game focuses on being a gameplay-oriented experience so
that's really all the motivation you need. The soundtrack was probably fine, I won't lie that this review didn't get written for like
6 months for a variety of reasons, and I can't really remember how it sounded, but I'm sure I would've remembered if it was
like, bad. Graphically, it does a fab job of capturing the low-res retro feel.

In closing, though it has a decent chunk of balance issues to its name, the solid core gameplay keeps Mini Ghost fun for most of
its duration. With the price so low, anyone looking for a quick retro-style metroidvania fix should be entertained by it.

7.9\/10

Follow my Curator to be kept up on all my reviews, including stuff I ghost-write through Family Share!

Check out the discussions on my Group if you wanna see my reviews of non-steam games, suggest what I should play next, or to
yell at me for calling your favorite game bad!
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